
Huddersfield Parish Church Photo Competition Results 

The Judging Panel consisted of Alan Eastwood (Church Warden), Stuart Beaumont (Church Architect, 

from One17), Professor Christine Jarvis (Pro Vice-Chancellor, University of Huddersfield), and Andy 

Catchpool (Photographer, Huddersfield Examiner). 

The judging was anonymous. 

The PCC will consider the judges’ recommendations and will have the final decision about printing as 

postcards. They would like to thank all those who entered, and the judges for their time and 

expertise. 

 

Overall Winner, and to receive £70 prize money:  

Parish Festival of Light, by Ian Kennedy. 

 

The Judges were impressed with the overall composition of this image, which portrays the ancient 

church in the midst of a modern festival. The photo is technically extremely good. The people in the 

centre, facing the building, add the finishing touch, taking the viewer with them along the path, 

through the lights and towards the church.  

  



Classic Exterior Category, the winner of this category, and to receive £10 prize money: 

 Classic Exterior 1, by Karen Newsome. 

 

The Judges acknowledged that it was very difficult to take a classic exterior photo of the church, 

capturing its context whilst not being distracted by the rubbish bins and signage. The lampposts fit 

well in their position in this classic photograph. 

 

  



Classic Interior Category, the winner of this category, and to receive £10 prize money, 

Classic Int 9, by Steven Ebbage. 

  

This photo was chosen due to its completeness in capturing the side chapel and its excellent use of 

light and colouration 

 

 

Special Commendation in Classic Interior Category, 102, by Hilary Norcliffe 

 

A classic view of the East End focal point of the church, is nicely portrayed, with some light 

differentials giving subtle contrast.  



Creative / Contemporary Category, the winner of this category, and to receive £10 

prize money: DSC_0164, by Andrew Hunter. 

 

This simple, yet striking photograph is quite breath-taking in its atmospheric quality. 

 

 

 

Special Commendation in the Creative / Contemporary category for: 

 Creative 1, by Karen Newsome. 

 

The judges thought that the combination of elements were drawn together by the lighting and the 

angle from which this photograph was taken, and makes an arresting photograph. 


